CAMP KEFF

make your summer count—work at camp
apply at campkeff.org/jobs

Transform the lives of hundreds of campers by giving them an amazingly fun Summer!
It's also good for you too, lots of friends, great way to build your resume, get a gym membership, and of course good pay.

Counselor Pay
Starting at
$580 a Week!

FREE Gym and Pool Membership

SAME GOAL, DIFFERENT ROLE!

Full list of open positions and complete job descriptions online at campkeff.org/jobs

Counselors
Counselors are the primary staff at all camps. With a team of about fifty counselors they keep kids safe, lead lots of great activities, and have KEFF (Fun)!

Unit Heads and Coordinators
These are the folks that keep the day to day operations of camp running smoothly. From managing counselors, to working with parents and overseeing programming for the campers, every day is packed with something new.

Specialists
Specialists are responsible for the programming and facilitation for one program area, Art, Science, Sports, or Israel/Jewish. Each age group grades K-6 rotates through each program area over the course of the day.

Instructors
Instructors design and facilitate a variety of our one week camps. They have flexible schedules being able to teach as few as one week or a full summer of camps. We have a variety of types of these camps and you may apply to the ones you like, based on your skills and interests.

All you need is:
• a positive attitude
• ok with hard work
• like kids
• love to have FUN!

What you get:
• competitive pay
• paid training
• FREE Gym and Pool access all summer
• oh did we say it’s FUN?!

No experience necessary to be a counselor. If you have a lot of experience working with kids at camps or in a classroom think about one of our leadership positions, including our program Specialists and Instructors.

We are here to help, speak with one of the Directors if you have any questions before or after you apply.

650.378.2704 | camps@pjcc.org

*Pay is competitive, $580/week is the starting counselor salary based on a full-time schedule.